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Covid-19 : Ikibox air purifiers,
an innovative solution for air treatment
Ikibox air purifiers use an innovative technology to clean up indoor air up to 99.999%,
in less than 10 minutes. They are efficient against airborne contamination and allow
to drastically reduce airborne transmission of coronavirus.
While we spend on average three quarters
of our life, inside air building is 5 to 90 times
more polluted than outside*.
Banyan Health company has developed
revolutionary
air
purifiers
that
use
plasma-catalysis to clean the air without
using filters and ozone emissions.
These top of the range devices are qualified
for medical use and are efficient against the
majority of air pollutants like:
viruses
(including
covid-19),
bacteria,
mushrooms, allergens, chemical products,
smoke, odours…
Our devices are commercialized through
France from Lyon, the French Ikibox
headquarter, and from Nantes too.

*Source: French National agency for health security of the environment and work.
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“Ikibox air purifiers neutralise bacteria and viruses present in the air and
their efficiency against the corona virus has been proved in the laboratory
(Mers-Coronavirus test 2014).
We feel that our devices could be a powerful ally for health professionals
in this fight against the Covid-19, and because of that we lend
about twenty devices to Paris and Valence hospitals, but also one
to a retirement house based in Nantes. This unprecedented crisis gave a
sense to the problem that Ikibox solutions are answering :
the security against airborne pathogens transmission”.
Firas Esreb, fondateur d’Ikibox

Banyan Health is a company based in Geneva (Switzerland) and managed
by Firas Esreb. Banyan Health is the Ikibox France parent company, which
was created in 2015, and the headquarter is in Lyon.
www.ikibox.com
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